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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, cloud data outsourcing provides users and companies with powerful capabilities to store and process their data in third-party data centers. However, when a user stores her sensitive data in a public cloud, they become vulnerable to several attacks, e.g., from the employees of the cloud provider.

One solution for protecting the user data against attacks is to encrypt the data before sending them to the cloud servers. Then, the challenge is to answer user queries over encrypted data. A naïve solution for answering queries is to retrieve the encrypted database from the cloud to the client, decrypt it, and then evaluate the query over plaintext (non-encrypted) data. This solution is not practical, in particular for large databases.

In this PhD thesis, we are interested in processing top-k queries on encrypted data. These queries have attracted much attention in several areas of information technology such as sensor networks [15], stream management systems [13, 12] and spatial data analysis [1, 3]. A top-k query allows the user to specify a number $k$, and the system returns the $k$ tuples which are most relevant to the query. The relevance degree of tuples to the query is determined by a scoring function.

There have been many different approaches proposed for processing top-k queries over plaintext data. Two of the best-known approaches are FA [5] and TA [7] that work on sorted lists of attribute values. These approaches, particularly TA, can find efficiently the top-k results because of smart strategies for deciding when to stop reading the database. However, TA, FA and all other efficient top-k approaches developed so far assume that the data are in plaintext, and there is no efficient solution capable of evaluating efficiently top-k queries over encrypted databases.

When we think about top-k query processing on encrypted data, the first idea that comes to mind is the utilization of a fully homomorphic encryption cryptosystem, e.g., [8], which allows to do arithmetic operations over encrypted data. This type of encryption allows to compute the overall score of data items over encrypted data. However, fully homomorphic encryption methods are very expensive in terms of encryption and decryption time. In addition, they do not allow to compare the encrypted data, and to find the top-k results.

We propose efficient approaches, called EncFA and BuckTop, for processing top-k queries over encrypted data. We evaluated their response time over encrypted data with that of the TA algorithm over original (plaintext) data. Our results show that the response time of BuckTop over encrypted data is close to TA over plaintext data, and even better over some large databases.

In the rest of this paper, we first define the problem we address. Then, we briefly introduce our proposed approach, and then we discuss the related work.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

The problem which we address is top-k query processing over encrypted data. Let $D$ be a database, and $e(D)$ be its encrypted version such that each data $c \in e(D)$ is the ciphertext of a data $d \in D$, i.e., $c = Enc(d)$ where $Enc()$ is an encryption function. The database $e(D)$ is stored in a remote server.

Given a number $k$ and a scoring function $f$, our goal is to develop an algorithm $A$, such that when $A$ is executed over the database $e(D)$, its output contains the ciphertexts of the top-k results, i.e. those that can be found by executing a correct top-k algorithm over the database $D$.

3. APPROACH

The architecture of our system for query processing over encrypted data is composed of two parts: Trusted client and Service provider.

Trusted client is responsible of user data encryption and decryption, user access control and secure key management. When a query is issued by a user, the trusted client checks the access rights of the user. If the user does not have the required rights to see the query results, then her demand is rejected. Otherwise, the issued query is transformed to a query that can be executed over the encrypted data and is sent to the service provider. The Trusted client decrypts the received results (calculated by the service provider) and returns to the user the $k$ data item which are the response of the query launched.

Service provider stores the encrypted data, executes on them the algorithms provided by the trusted client, and returns the results to it.

We propose two approaches for processing top-k queries over encrypted data. The first approach, called EncFA, uses
a probabilistic (semantic) encryption scheme to encrypt the attribute values of the database items. It also uses a deterministic scheme for encrypting the IDs of data items. Then, it sends the encrypted database to the service provider. The data items after encryption must have the same order that they had before being encrypted.

The second approach, called BuckTop, is more efficient than EncFA. It uses a bucketization technique to partition the data items in each list into a set of buckets. Also, it uses two types of encryption schema to encrypt the database: one is deterministic used to encrypt data item IDs and the other is probabilistic used to encrypt the attribute values of the data items. BuckTop includes a top-k query processing algorithm that works on the encrypted data of the buckets, and returns a set containing the top-k results. It also includes an efficient filtering algorithm that filters the false positives as much as possible in the server. We prove theoretically the correctness of the BuckTop approach.

4. RELATED WORK

A first important paper in top-k query processing is [5], which models the general problem of answering top-k queries using databases organized into lists of data items sorted by their local scores. One of the most efficient algorithms over sorted lists is the TA algorithm, which was proposed by several groups [6, 9]. However, all these algorithms assume that the data scores are available as plaintext, and not encrypted.

There have been also some proposed solutions for secure kNN query processing, e.g. [4, 2, 16]. The problem is to find $k$ points in the space that are the nearest to a given point. This problem should not be confused with the top-k problem in which the given scoring function plays an important role, such that on the same database and with the same $k$, if the user changes the scoring function, then the output may change. Thus, the proposed solutions proposed for kNN cannot deal with the top-k problem.

The bucketization technique has been used in the literature for answering range queries over encrypted data, e.g. [10, 11] where Hore et al. use this technique, and propose optimal solutions for distributing the encrypted data of a database to the buckets in order to guarantee a good performance by reducing the number of false positives while preserving a high security level. The techniques developed in [10, 11] can be used in our system for an optimal distribution of the encrypted data in the buckets.

The only paper which we found about top-k query processing over encrypted data is [14] published in arXiv.org. The proposed architecture assumes the existence of two non-colluding servers $s_1$ and $s_2$ in two different clouds. One of the servers, say $s_2$, has the decryption keys, and the other one, say $s_1$, stores the data. Top-k query processing proceeds by using the TA algorithm and accessing the encrypted data in $s_1$, such that after reading each data in $s_1$, its encrypted local scores are sent to the server $s_2$ (using a special protocol) where they are decrypted and compared with the TA threshold. Our assumptions about the cloud are different. In our solution, we do not need to trust on any remote server, and during the top-k query processing, we do not decrypt the encrypted data in the cloud servers. In addition, the solution in [14] needs a lot of communications between remote servers (i.e., at least two messages after each sorted access). This solution that is not efficient and incurs a high latency in the query processing time.

to the best of our knowledge, in the literature there is no efficient solution for processing top-k queries over encrypted data. In this work, we propose such a solution.
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